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NAME MOBILITY (typically, pi-calculus)
(νz)(xhzi.P | Q) | x(y).R −→ (νz)(P | Q | R[z/y])
PROCESS MOBILITY (typically, distributed pi-calculus)
`0[goto `1.P | Q ] | `1[R ] −→ `0[Q ] | `1[P | R ]
AMBIENT MOBILITY (typically, ambient calculus)
n[in m.P | Q ] | m[R ] −→ m[n[P | Q ] | R ]
m[n[out m.P | Q ] | R ] −→ n[P | Q ] | m[R ]
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B - a building
R - a room
A - an agent
C - a computer
Fig. 1. A bigraph for communication in a built environment
study typically remain stable in so far as they are independent of human designs.
Our strategy here is to tackle just two aspects of mobile systems simultaneously:
mobile locality and mobile connectivity. Already this combination presents a chal-
lenge: to what extent are locality and connectivity interdependent? In plain words,
does where you are affect whom you can talk to? The answer must lie in the level
of modelling. To a user of the Internet (seeing it abstractly) there is total indepen-
dence, and we want to model it at a high level, just as it appears to users. But to
the engineer these remote communications are not atomic; they involve chains of
interactions between neighbouring entities, and we must also provide a low-level
model which reects this reality. These two levels must surely be part of a single
multi-level model that explains how higher levels are realised by lower levels.
Of the two levels, the lower is the less novel. Indeed, von Neumann's cellular au-
tomata are the original paradigm for it; his agents were arranged on a xed grid and
interaction could only occur between neighbours. But in such a concrete model we
hope to realise a higher level view in which a single agent is represented by dif-
ferent cells at different moments, and may send messages to other distant agents.
So the challenge we address here is to provide the means to view locality and con-
nectivity as dependently or independently as you wish, and to correlate these
views. This seems to require new mathematical structures, and bigraphs attempt to
provide them.
Example 1 (sentient buildings) As a simple illustration, consider a crude version
of a sentient built environment, modelled as a bigraph in Figure 1. There are two
structures on the nodes of a bigraph; they may be nested, and they may also be
connected by links. The linkage is independent of the nesting, so links often cross
nodeboundaries.Nodesmaybeofmanykinds,eachrepresentedbyacontrol (A, B,
...) associated with each node. (The shape of nodes is suggestive but redundant.)
For this particular bigraph:
• The two regions (large squares), each with one building (B), may lie arbitrarily
3
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G : h3,{x0,x1}i → h2,{y0,y1}i
Part II : Bigraphical structure
Section 5 denes the notion of a concrete pure bigraph formally, in terms of its two con-
stituents: a place graph representing locality and a link graph representing connectivity.
Sections 6 and 7 dene these two notions in turn, ensuring that they enjoy the neces-
sary categorical properties, including RPOs. Section 8 then combines these constituents,
yielding a theory of pure bigraphs where locality and connectivity are independent. It
denes important properties and operations for bigraphs; it also introduces a quotient
functor from concrete to abstract bigraphs, where support is forgotten and the notions
of occurrence and RPO are lost.
5 Pure bigraphs: denition
In this section we dene the notion of pure bigraph formally, in terms of the con-
stituent notions of place graph and link graph, which are dealt with in the following
two sections. Let us begin with an illustration.
Example 4 (resolving a bigraph) An example of a bigraph appeared in Figure 1;
it illustrated how nodes are nested, and how independently of the nesting they





















Fig. 3. Resolving a bigraph into a place graph and a link graph
structure of bigraphs. First, it shows how a bigraph may be resolved into its two
constituents, a place graph and a link graph. This is what we mean by the indepen-
dence of placing and linking; the place graph (a forest) is completely independent
of the link graph (a kind of hypergraph) as long as they shared the same node set,
here {v0,...,v3}. (Controls are not shown in this example.) If we forget everything
in the bigraph except the nesting of regions (large squares), nodes and sites (grey
22
GP : 3 → 2 GL : {x0,x1} → {y0,y1}
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Deﬁnition (SIGNATURE OF CONTROLS K)
K ∈ K has an arity ar(K), its number of ports.
A control can be atomic, and then not allowed to contain
further structure. Non-atomic controls can be active or passive.
Deﬁnition (PLACE GRAPH OVER K)
GP = (V,ctrl,prnt): m → n with inner width (sites) m and outer
width (roots) n consisting of
a control map ctrl: V → K; which assigns controls to nodes;
an acyclic parent map prnt : m ] V → V ] n;
(atomic nodes may not be parents).
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Deﬁnition (LINK GRAPH OVER K)
GL = (V,E,ctrl,link): X → Y with inner names X and outer names
Y consisting of
a control map ctrl: V → K;
a ﬁnite set of edges E;




v∈V ar(ctrl(v)) are called the ports of GL.
Terminology
A link is idle if it has no preimage under the link map; open if it is
an (outer) name; closed if it is an edge.
A link graph is lean if it has no idle edges.
A point is open if its link is open, it is closed otherwise.
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Deﬁnition (PURE BIGRAPHS)
The superimposition of a place and a link graph sharing nodes
and control map. Namely,
G = (V,E,ctrl,prnt,link): hm,Xi → hn,Yi
where GP = (V,ctrl,prnt): m → n is a place graph,
and GL = (V,E,ctrl,link): X → Y is a link graph.
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F1 :  → h1,{x,y}i F2 :  → h1,{z,v,w}i

F1⊗F2 . h2,{x,y,z,v,w}i G . h1,{x,y}i
Essentially a symmetric monoidal category (more later).
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Figure 11: A consistent pair ~ A of bigraphs, with IPO ~ B
It can be shown that the members of ( ~ CP,CP) have the same support as the mem-






(with suitable interfaces), and also prove it to be a candidate RPO in ´BIG for ~ A to
~ B. Hence there is a unique mediating arrow between the given RPO (~ B,id) and this
candidate. The place graph constituent of this mediator then provides the required
unique mediator in ´PLG, and we are done. A similar argument applies also to ´LIG.
(() Assuming IPOs in ´PLG and ´LIG, by routine diagram chasing we can verify the
IPO property in ´BIG.
Example 9 (Bigraph IPOs) To illustrate IPOs in ´BIG, we can combine Example 7
for place graphs and Example 8 for link graphs, since they have the same node sets. In
both cases the bounds ~ B are IPOs, and indeed pushouts because the graphs ~ A are epi.
The combination is shown in Figure 11. Again, both of the bigraphs ~ A are epi, so our
results show that the bound ~ B is again an IPO and a pushout.
We now give a few special cases of IPOs. First, some pushouts (hence also IPOs)
that are easy to verify for any precategory:
56
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Pure bigraphs are the arrows of a s-category´BIG(K).
They fail to be a category as both ◦ and ⊗ are partial. Oh my!
◦ is partial because of the underlying concrete sets of
nodes; s-categories make provisions in that respect.
⊗ is partial because of the sets of names; as names cannot
be taken up to iso, this is an intrinsic feature. It is not so bad.
Abstract bigraphs are the quotient classes of ‘lean-support’
equivalence m, where G m H if they are isomorphic after
discarding all idle edges.
BIG(K) is the category of abstract pure bigraphs, that is
symmetric partial monoidal. We only focus on concrete
bigraphs; under suitable conditions all can be transferred to
abstract ones via the quotient functor J·K:´BIG(K) → BIG(K).
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Two derived operators allow to merge outer names and roots
PARALLEL PRODUCT: G0 k G1: like ⊗ with merge of outer
names;
It works by ﬁrst making all the outer names disjoint, then
composing with ⊗, and ﬁnally renaming names as originally
in the resulting bigraph.
PRIME PRODUCT: G0 | G1: like k with merge of roots in the
resulting bigraph.
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The dynamics of bigraphs is not hardwired in the model, but
speciﬁed each time in terms of (afﬁne) parametric rewrite rules.











Fig. 2. A bigraphical reaction rule for CCS with summation
thus admitting more rened applications. It will be seen that the basic theory of
pure bigraphs is preserved by these specialisations, thus establishing pure bigraphs
as a core theory.
However, the theory cannot claim to be denitive; many variations are possible.
Therefore this work has been divided as much as possible into separate topics,
making it more amenable to variation. For example, bigraphs themselves are de-
ned in terms of two independent structures, place graphs and link graphs, and
each of these can be varied. Also, bigraphical reactive systems (Brss) are dened
as merely one instance of a general concept, wide reactive systems (Wrss), whose
abstract theory we develop in Part I; many other instances are possible.
We now introduce our running example.
Example 2 (reaction in CCS) The calculus CCS [30] has a reaction rule
(x.P + M)|(x.Q + N) −→ P |Q ,
where x.P and x.Q are guarded output and input respectively, while M and N
represent zero or more alternatives of the same nature. The rule represents a com-
munication on channel x, which may preempt other possible communicators on the
same channel; the result of the communication is to allow the continuations P and
Q to continue in parallel, while the alternatives M and N are discarded.
Figure 2 shows the corresponding reaction rule in bigraphs. It uses three controls:
send for output, get for input and alt for alternation. They are declared to be passive
controls, i.e. no reaction can occur inside them. The reaction rule means that the
redex R occurring in a larger bigraph, with anything in its holes (grey boxes), can
be replaced by the reactum R0, retaining some of the contents of R as indicated by
the ordinals in its holes. Note several points:
• The send- and get- nodes are connected in R by a link named x. In the larger con-
text these may be linked to competitors for communication on that link. Nothing
in R0 retains that link, but competitors in the larger context will retain it.
• The occupants of the holes collectively called the parameter of the reaction
may freely be linked to the larger context (and to each other); they may even
contain uses of the link x, which may later be activated.
6
alt(sendx0 | 1)|alt(getx2 | 3) . 0 | 2 | x






















ambz(inw j 0) j ambw1 . ambw(ambz0 j 1)
w z z w
Figure 5: Reaction rule for the ambient calculus
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A parametric reaction rule has a redex R and a reactum R0, and
takes the following form
(R: I → J,R0: I0 → J,%) ,
where % maps sites of R0 back to R injectively.
For d a tuple of parameters, this results in a ground reaction rule
 
(idX ⊗ R) ◦ d,(idX ⊗ R0) ◦ %(d)

Disclaimer (BASIC BIGRAPHICAL REACTIVE SYSTEMS)
They enforce important simplifying properties of redexes: ﬂatness
(no nesting of nodes), guardedness (no inner name is open, no
site has a root as parent), simpleness (no inner names are peer,
no sites are siblings), and deﬁniteness (no redex involve only a
subset of the controls involved in another).
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For a ground prime term a and a ground reaction rule (r,r0), we
derive a standard transition a L . a0 as below, where L and D





We write ∼ST for the bisimilarity of the standard transition system.
We then focus on engaged transitions, where the agent shares
at least one node with the parametric redex R underlying r. Let
∼FPE be the associated bisimilarity.
Theorem
In any basic BRSs ∼FPE coincides with ∼ST and is a congruence.
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Deﬁnition (SIGNATURE OF BINDING CONTROLS K)
K ∈ K has binding arity h and a free arity k, K : h → k, its number
of binding and non-binding ports. If K is atomic, then h = 0.
Deﬁnition (BINDING INTERFACE)
I = hm,loc,Xi, where Iu = hm,Xi is a pure interface and
loc: X * m is a partial locality map which associates names in X
with roots. If loc(x) = ⊥ then x is global.
Deﬁnition (BINDING BIGRAPHS)
G: I → J consists of an underlying pure bigraph Gu: Iu → Ju
which satisﬁes the scope rule, where the binders of G are the
binding ports of its nodes and the local names of its outer face J.
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Binding bigraphs are the arrows of a s-category´BBG(K), with
exactly the same issues discussed for pure bigraphs.
BBG(K) is the category of abstract binding bigraphs, that is
symmetric partial monoidal and admit a well-behaved quotient
functor J·K:´BBG(K) → BBG(K).
The semantic framework provided by basic bigraphical reactive
systems, and related results, carry over to binding bigraphs,
mutatis mutandis.
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A prime bigraph has no inner global names and only one root.
Deﬁnition (CONCRETION)
pXq: h1,(X ] Y),X ] Yi → h1,(Y),X ] Yi, a prime bigraph that
globalises a subset if its local inner names.
Deﬁnition (ABSTRACTION)
(X)P: I → h1,(X ] Y),Zi localises a subset of names X ⊆ Z for
P: I → h1,(Y),Zi a prime.
/(X) = ((/X ⊗ id) ◦ pXq closure
~ y/(~ x) = (~ y/~ x ⊗ id) ◦ p~ x q substitution
(~ y)/(~ x) = (~ y)~ y/(~ x) local substitution
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When modelling calculi like π, where links carry datatypes, it is
equally fundamental to deploy sorting disciplines; in general, the
development of a theory of link-types for bigraphs could prove
rewarding.
Polyadic pi – The idea:
x(y1,...,yn).P | ¯ xhz1,...,zni.Q → {~ z/~ y}P | Q
It opened the research on typing for process calculi:
ahb,ci.P | a(x).Q
ahtruei.P | a(x).x(y).Q
Both terms are ill-formed, make no sense, and must therefore be
ruled out. This is one of the role of types.
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A sorting system
A function Σ : S −→ S∗ describes the tuples allowed on
channels of each sort. Σ(γ) is the object sort of γ.
Object sort of γ ∈ S must follow the sorting discipline Σ(γ).
P respects Σ if in each subterm xh~ yi.P0 or x(~ y).P0, if x : γ, then
~ y : Σ(γ)
Subject Reduction:
If P respects Σ and P −→ Q, then Q respects Σ.
It follows that P
x~ y
− − − → implies that ~ y : Σ(γ), for x : γ.
Therefore, these cannot happen:
ahb,ci.P | a(x).Q
ahtruei.P | a(x).x(y).Q
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S,T ::= B types of basic values
| (T1,...,Tk) tuple type, k > 0
| ]T link type (channel)
Channel types
inform on the type of the value they carry
Examples
](int) : channel carrying values of type int.
](unit) : channel carrying ?, the only value of type unit.
](]int) : channel carrying channels carrying integers.
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S,T ::= ...
| rT input capability on a channel of T values
| wT output capability on a channel of T values
| ]T link type (channel)
Channel types:
inform on the type of the value they carry
offer capabilities to their users
Examples:
r(int) : input-only channel carrying values of type int.
]r(int) : channel carrying input-only integer channels.
Subtyping kicks in: any channel can be used in only one of its
capabilities...
]T ≤ rT,wT Subsumption: if x : ]T, then
x : rT and x : wT too
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We now develop those ideas (in a slightly different syntax, in






T1...Tn :: Type S1...Sn :: Type Si ≤ Ti
(T1,...,Tn;S1,...,Sn)b :: Type
We will refer to these types as the set of sorts S.
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Ti ≤ T0










i and Si ≤ S0
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Γ ` 0 : ◦
Γ ` P : ◦ Γ ` Q : ◦
Γ ` P | Q : ◦
Γ,n: S ` P : ◦
Γ ` (νn: S)P : ◦
Γ(n) ≤ (S1,...,Sn)r Γ,m1: S1,...,mn: Sn ` P : ◦
Γ ` n(m1: S1,...,mn: Sn).P : ◦
Γ(n) ≤ (Γ(m1),...,Γ(mn))w Γ ` P : ◦
Γ ` nhm1,...,mni.P : ◦
Lemma (SUBJECT REDUCTION FOR POLYADIC PI)
If Γ ` P : ◦, then Γ ` P0 : ◦ for each P →π P0.
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Extend bigraphs with a sorting structure suitable to represent the
polyadic pi calculus; then describe such a representation.
(FIRST STEP: EDGE SIGNATURES)
An edge signature E is a set of so-called edge controls. Edges
are now assigned controls the same way nodes are.
All previous development carries over to the s-category
´BBG(K,E) and the category BBG(K,E).
(SECOND STEP: SORTED SIGNATURES)
Let Θ denote a non-empty set of sorts; each E ∈ E is ascribed a
sort θ ∈ Θ; we say that E is Θ-sorted.
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Deﬁnition (Θ-SORTED BINDING BIGRAPHS)
A binding bigraph in´BBG(K,E) with both interfaces enriched by
ascribing a Θ-sort to each name. Observe that ports inherit their
sorting from the link they are connected to.
´SBBG(Θ,K,E) is the s-category of sorted binding bigraphs.
Deﬁnition (SORTING DISCIPLINE)
Σ = (Θ,K,E,Φ), where Φ is a ‘well-formedness’ condition on
Θ-sorted binding bigraphs that is satisﬁed by the identities and
preserved by both composition and tensor product.
A binding bigraph is Σ-sorted if it satisﬁes Φ.
Σ-sorted bigraphs form a sub-s-category of´SBBG(Θ,K,E)
denoted by´SBBG(Σ). Importantly, the results on bisimulation
must be extended to Σ-sorted BRSs to´SBBG(Σ).
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Deﬁnition (SUBSORTING (Θ,K,E,Φ))
Let Θ be a preorder of sorts, and Q a set of type constructors.
Each K is associated with qK ∈ Q and a partition of its ports into
two sets, CK and VK: of communication and value ports.
If q is covariant on i and K’s ith port is a value port, then it must
be a binding port.
Let E deliver an arbitrary assignment of sorts to edge controls,
and condition Φ be as follows:
for each inner name x : S, if T is the sort of its link, then T ≤ S.
for each K-node v and each c ∈ CK, let S be the sort of v’s
corresponding port; we require that S ≤ qK(S1,...,S|VK|),
where Si is the sort of v’s ith port in VK.
These data determine a suitable sorting.
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Deﬁnition (Σπ≤: INSTANTIATING SUBSORTING)
Let our chosen set of sorts be S, with Q the set of tags {b,r,w}
and
q(S0,...,Sn) = (S0,...,Sn)q .
The signature Eπ≤ provides controls in correspondence with the
sorts in S. The signature Kπ≤ has countably many controls:
send: 0 → (i + 1) get: i → 1 .
All ports but the ﬁrst ones are value ports; send controls are
associated with w, and their value ports are contravariant; get
controls with r, and their value ports are covariant (and binding).
This deﬁnes´SBBG(Σπ≤) (and SBBG(Σπ≤), of course).
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JΓ ` 0 : ◦K = dom(Γ) :  → h1,(),Γi
JΓ ` P | Q : ◦K = JΓ ` P : ◦K | JΓ ` Q : ◦K
JΓ ` (νn: S)P : ◦K = (/n : S)JΓ,n : S ` P : ◦K
JΓ ` nh~ mi.P : ◦K = (sendn,~ m ⊗ id) ◦ JΓ ` P : ◦K
JΓ ` n(~ m: ~ S).P : ◦K = (getn(~ m) ⊗ id) ◦ (~ m)JΓ, ~ m: ~ S ` P : ◦K
Proposition (STATIC CORRESPONDENCE)
Γ ` P : ◦ ≡π Γ ` P0 : ◦ if and only if JΓ ` P : ◦K = JΓ ` P0 : ◦K.
Theorem (DYNAMIC CORRESPONDENCE)
For each well-typed Γ ` P : ◦ and agent a:  → hΓi, we have
JΓ ` P : ◦K _ a if and only if P →π aπ
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It follows from the general theory that ∼FPE is a congruence. We
characterise the labels of its transition system.
Lemma (CHARACTERISING TRANSITIONS IN SBBGπ≤)
Let a L . a0 be an engaged transitions. Then
a = (/Z : ˜ S)(ra | b) L = hσi | rL
a0 = σ(/Z : ˜ S)(y1 ...yn/(z1 ...zn)c2 | c1 | b)




sendx0y1...ync1 | getx1(z1...zn)c2 1 subXr{xi} | xi/xi
sendxy1...ync1 | getx(z1...zn)c2 1 subX
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We have reviewed the main ideas of bigraphs, with the
declared intention to lure people into working on them.
We have introduced edge-sorting and described
subsorting, a particular sorting discipline suitable for the
representation of the polyadic pi calculus with subtyping.
We have shown such a representation and studied its
properties.
Compare ∼FPE with standard typed bisimulation.
Examine more advanced type systems for presentation as
sortings in bigraphs; e.g., recursive and linear types.
Consider behavioural types (hard).
Identify more general sufﬁcient conditions on type systems
and their features that allow to present them as sortings in a
bigraphical reactive system.
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